As part of the festivities of Corpus Christi in 1628, a cathedral choir in colonial Mexico sang about the Eucharist through the metaphor of a card game. This music is a previously unstudied, fragmentary villancico, composed by Juan Gutiérrez de Padilla for the cathedral of Puebla de los Ángeles, and it opens a window into the social history of card-playing and gambling in the Spanish colonies. It stems from a broader tradition of "divinizing" cards, including poetry and drama by Lope de Vega and González de Eslava. The article explores the theological and social implications of using liturgical music to present Christ as a rogue card player, winning humanity back from the devil by laying down the trump card of his own body on the table. Includes an edition of the surviving music. The online version includes a recording played on the organ by the author.
"The Game Is an Admirable Sight"
Across the global realms of seventeenth-century Spain, communities celebrated the feast of Corpus Christi with a mixture of piety and play. Inside churches, the musical ensembles performed a special program of liturgical music that then spilled out into the plaza with the procession. Outside, the parade featured didactic religious plays alongside giant puppets and mock battles of Moors and Christians. On this day, chapelmasters adorned the Latin liturgy with a set of eight or more villancicos based on vernacular poems-a literary and musical genre that sometimes brought aspects of life outside the church into the liturgy. Though the music could be sophisticated, villancicos often used earthy poetic conceits to connect the theology of the feast to everyday life. These pieces occupy the sometimes unsettling territory on the borders of modern dichotomies between sacred and secular, or elite and popular culture.
One such villancico from colonial Mexico juxtaposes the Eucharist, the most sacred part of Corpus Christi, with a seemingly profane social practicegambling on card games. The musical ensemble at the cathedral of Puebla de los Ángeles performed this piece for Corpus Christi in 1628, led by the work's composer, chapelmaster Juan Gutiérrez de Padilla (c. 1590 Padilla (c. -1664 . The choristers began by singing these words in a lively, syncopated rhythm: "A que, a que/ [. . .] El juego es visto admirable./ Vale para el pecador" (Hey, I bet you [. . .] The game is an admirable sight. It avails for the sinner).1
The singers thus depicted the Eucharist as a game of cards, with Christ as a victorious gambler. Like the Eucharist itself in Catholic belief, this villancico takes something common and uses it to communicate the divine. As such, the piece provides an opportunity to consider how music fit into the Spanish colonial project in Puebla. What might it have meant to bring the widespread social cashner Journal of early modern history 18 (2014) 383-419 two of the original six voice parts for this villancico-the Tiple (boy soprano) and Alto of Chorus I.4 If it is like Padilla's later works, this piece was probably scored for two antiphonal choirs of voices and instruments.5 As the long rests in the extant Chorus I parts suggest, the second choir probably sang separate verses in dialogue with the first, so the words and music of those parts is lost.
The work is a fragment, but this does not mean it was unimportant. On the contrary, the layers of fingerprints, dog-eared pages, and careful corrections written in different hands to facilitate performance (such as numbered rests and added bar lines), testify that this set of pieces was performed many times. Moreover, it was carefully preserved even long after the parts went missing. Thankfully, enough of the words and music survive to give a sense of the piece's subject matter and general musical style. Table 1 provides a translation of the poetry, and the appendix, a transcription of the music(The online version of this article includes a recording of the extant vocal parts, performed on the organ by the author).6
The anonymous poetic text (possibly written or adapted from other sources by Padilla himself) mixes theological language with lexical markers from the world of card games. Its opening phrase, "A que, a que," could be a simple interjection ("Ah!") but could also be a provocation to gamble ("Hey, I bet you. . ."). The game is embodied poetically with plays on words: sí/si, vale/no vale, and envite/convite. The word vale is still today an everyday expression like "okay" or "sure"; it also has a more literal sense of "worth" (as in money or values of cards). In historical gaming language, the vale was also the opening wager in a card game, and the word used to accept the proposed bet.7 But this villancico uses the word theologically as well-"it avails for the sinner." Envite can mean a simple invitation (such as to the banquet, convite), but usually means a provocation to play a betting card game. It can also simply mean "bet." Most significantly, manjar means both "food" and "suit of cards." In the first sense, 4 A partbook for Bassus, Chorus II, also survives, though it was not microfilmed or catalogued by Spiess and Stanford. This part is not included in this villancico's scoring. 5 Many of Padilla's later villancicos "a 6" are scored for a Chorus I of Tiple, Altus, Tenor, and Bassus; and a Chorus II of Altus and Tenor. The upper three parts of the first chorus were likely performed by vocal soloists, while the Bassus was played instrumentally, probably on bajón (dulcian or bass curtal), doubled with the Spanish cross-strung harp and organ. 6 Audio 1. Juan Gutiérrez de Padilla, "A que [. . .] (Gijón, 2005) . The game is an admirable sight.
[Estribillo]
Vale para el pecador. It avails for the sinner. Sí, vale;
Yes, it avails; que si el envite no vale, for even if the bet does not avail, vale el convite de amor.
the banquet of love does avail.
[Responsión] a 6 [Same text as Estribillo]
Coplas a 3 1. Jugó la primera mano He played the first hand y envidó con treintaitres, and he bet with thirty-threeel que tres y uno es, he who is three in oneen el juego soberano.
in the sovereign game.
[ the term appears widely in theological texts and in Eucharistic villancicos; in the latter sense it appears in manuals on card-playing. As far as can be determined from the surviving music, Padilla also plays games with the setting. The piece abounds in competitive contrasts between vocal parts and melodic motives. The rests in the Chorus I parts at the beginning cashner Journal of early modern history 18 (2014) suggest that the two choirs engaged each other in an antiphonal dialogue on the words "A que" ("I'll bet you. . ." / "Well, I'll bet you. . ."). After this phrase, the first choir sings Vale-the word used to indicate that a player has taken the bet and agreed to the game. Thus even as the piece describes a card game, it also stages the contest through music. The music's hard-driving rhythmic syncopations contribute to the rough character of this gambling scene-and provide a musical game for the performers who had to decode the difficult rhythmic notation. It is also possible that the musical style alludes to tavern songs and dances or other music associated with a low social register. This is not the only villancico about card games. Evidence survives for dozens more, not to mention the numerous pieces about public games like bullfights and ceremonial jousting ( juego de cañas).8 Table 2 gives only a small sample of the musical scores and poetry imprints (pliegos sueltos) that survive. The villancico by Joan Pau Pujol, who died in 1626, certainly predates Padilla's, while the others all date from later in the century.9 Within this musical tradition, the 1628 piece by Padilla deserves special attention because it is the earliest example that can be connected to a specific place and time. Like many other subgenres of villancico, the poetic topic became more stereotyped and conventional as the century progressed. But Padilla's work dates from a time when it may still have been controversial to sing about playing cards in church on one of the highest feast days of the year. And it comes from a place that was intended to be the religious center of a new kind of colonial society, where the vices of the Old World would not taint the construction of the New.
Music and Society in Colonial Puebla
The city of Puebla was at the center of the colonial experiment in New Spain. After decades of continuous conflict in the early sixteenth century between the Spanish and the natives of Mexica territory, Puebla was the first city in New Spain not to be constructed on the site of a previous settlement or within any native group's territorial claims.10 First called "The City of Angels" because according to legend angels had revealed the city's location and plan to the 8 These events were staged regularly in Puebla's zócalo. One example is Padilla's juego de cañas, "Las estrellas se ríen" (Puebla Cathedral, Christmas 1655). 9
The later villancicos will be subject of a future investigation. 10
The Bishop of Tlaxcala, Puebla was founded in 1531 as a city for the Spanish only. The city had a civilizing mission from the beginning: according to the midsixteenth-century chronicle of Fray Toribio de Benavente (Motolinía), the city was envisioned as a place to settle Spaniards who did not have an encomienda (responsibility for native indentured servants), where "they would gather many Christians who at the time were drifting about as idle vagabonds; and that even the Indians would follow their example and learn to work and cultivate in the manner of Spain." The founders hoped that "by making this beginning, many other benefits will follow after it."11 Motolonía presents Puebla as a model city that could mark a new beginning for both Spaniards and natives. With this utopian goal, Puebla was to be a corrective to the mess the Spaniards had made of the native urban centers. The city's perfect grid plan of calles and avenidas, its stucco-and-tile two-story houses, the columned arcades around its central square (the zócalo), all resembled an idealized version of the southern Spanish cities from which many colonial settlers had come, Seville in particular.
Just as the neighboring city of Cholula had been for centuries a sacred site for the indigenous peoples, the City of the Angels became an important religious center of New Spain. In 1543 the Bishop of Tlaxcala, Fray Julián Garcés, received royal approval to make Puebla the new seat of the archdiocese of Tlaxcala-Puebla, whose dominion stretched from central Mexico to the Yucatan.12 By the time Padilla arrived there in the 1620s, Puebla had earned its reputation as a "levitical" city, with a church, convent, or seminary on nearly every corner.13 Few days would have passed unmarked by a liturgical feast or procession.
Puebla's religious life centered on its cathedral. The first cathedral was erected beginning in 1535, but it was poorly built, and by 1575 the city was already planning a new cathedral to replace it.14 Construction of the new building repeatedly stalled, however, until being frozen indefinitely in 1626. Padilla's 1628 cycle, it would appear, was more than just a job application: it was a manifesto of the musical program Padilla intended to build, along with the new cathedral. With these villancicos Padilla showed the cathedral chapter and the new bishop Quiróz that he was capable of providing music on a much grander scale and in a more modern idiom than that of his predecessor. These villancicos provided a first glimpse of the sumptuous music Padilla would later provide for the new cathedral under Bishop Palafox.
The Corpus Christi festivities of June 1628 probably drew a large host of parishioners to the old cathedral. There they witnessed a splendid display of musical ritual. Like the Corpus celebrations in colonial Cuzco studied by Carolyn Dean and Geoffrey Baker, the liturgical services would have employed the full musical forces available in a long and varied program of vocal and instrumental music.22 For the procession, Puebla's many religious communities, lay confraternities, and educational institutions all vied with each other in the construction of elaborate floats. They staged dramatic and musical performances ranging from the pious to the outrageous. That year's feast may not have had the full splendor of the later Palafox-era celebrations in the new cathedral, but it would have preserved more of the elements that Palafox later sought to bring into post-Tridentine order. The carnivalesque local customs of late medieval Spain mixed with the distinctive traditions of each religious order and the practices of the indigenous and black communities.
Miri Rubin, Carolyn Dean, and others have argued that Corpus Christi ritually enacted the hierarchical power structures of colonial, Catholic society.23 Music-especially villancicos-was an integral part of that ritual 20 The villancicos are preserved in a manuscript volume in the archive of Oaxaca Cathedral; see the selections edited by Aurelio Tello, process. The sonic structures of music both reflected and reinforced a stratified society. Geoffrey Baker describes the use of music as a tool for shaping society as "imposing harmony." Bernardi Illari speaks of "polychoral culture"; David Irving's term is "colonial counterpoint."24 As a feast of Christ's incarnate body, and as a celebration of the community, Corpus Christi emphasized theological and social inversion. Villancicos were apt for the feast because the genre had from its origins blended high and low cultural traditions. The villancico originated as a genre of courtly entertainment music, but always drew on popular sources (by, for example, glossing the refrain of a well-known song or poem). When villancicos started to be sung frequently in church, around 1600, they retained their character as a mixture of high and low, sacred and secular. The estribillo that framed a seventeenthcentury sacred villancico featured complex polyphonic music, while the simple, strophic coplas in the center probably drew on popular traditions such as improvisational melodic formulas for singing romance poetry.25
The leaders of the Spanish church after the Council of Trent likely permitted vernacular villancicos in church because they hoped they would attract common people and aid in the church's reforming goals of educating and kindling devotion in the laity. But at times there were gaps between what the authorities wanted music to reinforce, and what the music reflected. In the case of Padilla's 1628 card-playing villancico, it is hard to tell whether the piece was a tool in the civilizing mission or an obstacle to it. This music may have fit with the authorities' agenda at Corpus Christi to regulate dangerous activities by briefly permitting them, or the villancico could simply have been a way to play along with the festival fun.
Today, the area outside the walls of Puebla Cathedral remains a site where people enjoy worldly entertainments in the shadow of the church. Teenage couples sit kissing on the embankment of the cathedral gates, while children play in the nearby fountains and street musicians play barrel organs. Passing through the Puebla zócalo of the seventeenth century, Father Padilla would cer- tainly have passed people playing card games. In his music for Corpus Christi 1628, Padilla brought the zócalo into the choir with his villancico about cardplaying-a pastime that was just then enjoying a peak of popularity across the Hispanic world.
Playing Cards in Colonial Spanish Society
In the early seventeenth century, card games were a ubiquitous part of daily life, played by both peasants and kings-and even by priests like Padilla. Card games were closely connected with meals and music, whether in the tavern hall or aristocratic salon. Many genre paintings depict eating, gaming, and playing music in the same scene, and there are numerous secular musical works on the topic of cards, probably performed at aristocratic meals.26 Cards were especially popular in Spain, where they probably came into Europe via the Moors. Jean-Pierre Étienvre has explored the impact of cardplaying on Spanish language and literature, and Ángel López Cantos has placed the social history of card games in the broader context of festivities and public recreations in Spanish America.27 The Spanish settlers of the New World brought cards with them: the conquistadors Hernán Cortés and Pedro de Valdivia were notorious gamblers and card players.28 The native peoples of Mexico had their own strong gaming traditions, which perhaps contributed to the tremendous popularity of card-playing in colonial New Spain.29 26 The connections between divinized representations of gambling in villancicos and genre painting will be the subject of a future study. Secular card-themed music includes madrigals by Alessandro Striggio and Carlo Grossi, and a cantata by Antonio Caldara. to Mexican clergy in a treatise against public spectacles and theater.34 Palafox's explanation is similar to the theology of Covarrubias: while play and recreation were necessary and lawful parts of human life, certain games could be abused if taken to excess, played at improper times, or if they led to sinful behaviors (such as avarice, sloth, feuds, and brawling). The Spanish crown shared the clergy's fears about the social dangers of card-playing. In a decree of 1529, Charles V ordered the American viceroyal authorities to "prohibit and defend against, placing grave penalties, the great and excessive games that there are in those provinces."35 The decree forbade all dice games, and restricted betting on card games to less than ten gold pesos per day. But Charles's heir had to balance moral reservations about card playing against the possibility for the gaming industry to help assuage the perpetually debt-ridden state's need for revenue. Economically, the manufacture of cards was a subset of the paper industry. A mill in Puebla produced cards along with papers for rolling tobacco.36 In 1552, Philip II, desiring to regulate this "vice industry," placed a levy on cards and brought them under his direct control.37 The royal treasury maintained a monopoly on the production and distribution of cards, all of which had to bear the royal seal.38
Much like the United States government's taxes on cigarettes today, the state control of card-playing put the Spanish government in an ambivalent position. From one perspective, the crown was limiting a dangerous activity -Card, vol. 27, no. 5: 208-217; and vol. 27, no. 6: 254-267 (1999 and paternalistically protecting its subjects from it. But from another angle the state profited handsomely from the vice and was actually responsible for fostering it. Acknowledging this problem, Palafox instructed his pastors that even though the state had its own reasons to be more lenient toward gaming, Christians should not assume that everything the state allowed was morally licit or edifying.39 Some of the crown's legislation did seem to have a primarily moral motivation. In 1609 and again in 1618, Philip III cited the "blasphemies, deaths, and financial losses" that came from "playing on public tables," and cast specific blame on governors and other authorities-even churchmen-for permitting such gaming houses on their own property. The law did not prohibit any specific games, but did demand that the authorities "punish the crimes committed in gaming houses."40 But these moral concerns were outweighed by the money brought in by the card tax. The Spanish monarchs kept increasing the tax on cards, raising the price of a deck from three reales in the reign of Philip II to eight under Philip IV.41 In the period from 1627-1635, under asentista Don Alonzo Álvarez y Cebrián, the annual value of the tax on cards in New Spain was 100,000 pesos.42 The income was still not enough to stave off the economic crisis of the 1620s, in which the rapid inflation of the vellón currency caused a spike in the cost of commodities. While Spain was facing wars in Italy and France, in August 1628 the royal Council of Finance announced a budget shortfall of 2,000,000 ducats. In a drastic austerity measure, the government cut the value of the vellón by half on August 7, 1628.43 In the climate of inflationary prices of June 1628, when Padilla's Corpus Christi cycle was first performed, the line "si el envite no vale" may have prompted a bitter chuckle from some listeners, whose coins were counting for less and less every day.
Through all this, people kept playing cards. The practice was too pervasive for either the church or state to adequately control. Whatever distinctions between sacred and secular, licit and illicit, that reformers like Palafox sought to enforce, those categories were defied by the overwhelming popular demand for this recreation. From the theological perspective of a reforming pastor like Palafox, there was a clear distinction between the sacred domain of church and the secular realm of the gaming hall. But from the economic perspective of a printer, these were just two markets for paper goods. The same printers who made books for the church also published card decks (and may well have sold both to the same customers).44 This is illustrated by a sheet of Italian playing cards, circa 1540 (Fig. 1) .45 On one side of the paper is a draft sheet of playing cards with illustrations of famous military leaders (Roland, Scipio, Hannibal, the biblical Joshua). The reverse side is covered with red Latin liturgical instructions-the rubrics from a breviary or devotional book. The cards appear to have been printed on the backside of scrap paper left over from a book used for liturgical prayer. Apparently, the connection Padilla's villancico makes between Matins and manjares may not have been as far-fetched as it might seem today. All the same, cards were certainly a source of anxiety in this period for theologically-minded people. The gaming table was a focal point for some of the most vexing fascinations and fears of early modern European society. Villa-Flores paints a lively portrait of the many gamblers in colonial Mexico who were tried before the Inquisition each year for blasphemy during card games. Church authorities feared that when players cursed the hand they were dealt, they were really cursing God and potentially drawing down divine wrath on the whole society.46
The theological anxiety about cards also stemmed from deeper concerns of the age, as part of a broader crisis of certainty. This phenomenon is well known to scholars of Spanish "Golden Age" literature as the tension between engaño and desengaño (illusion and dis-illusionment), and its most famous expressions are Don Quijote and Calderón's La vida es sueño. As the title of Luque Faxardo's Fiel desengaño makes clear, cards "played into" the fear of being deceived and cheated. Books about card-playing claimed to protect readers against deception by unmasking the tricks of cardsharps, as one English manual declares: "Mistake me not, it is not my Intention to make Gamesters by this Collection, but to inform all, in Part, how to avoid being cheated by them."47
The problem of deception was compounded in the Eucharist, for in the Mass, what physically looked and felt like bread (in its "accidents," to use the theological term), was transformed in its Aristotelian "substance" to become Christ's body. The faithful Catholic had to play a subtle game of desengaño to believe something contrary to the senses. Bringing together cards and the Eucharist as Padilla does, then, juxtaposes two sites of illusion-one holy, the other potentially illegal. More research is needed into the exact legal status of gaming in seventeenth-century New Spain. No one has yet provided documentation that the Spanish crown forbade any games outright (other than dice) in the seventeenth century. Despite extensive discussions of so-called juegos prohibidos, neither López Cantos nor Villa-Flores cites any specific evidence of an official, legal proscription on games prior to a 1771 decree, which banned games of "suerte, envite y azar" (luck, betting, and chance).48 Prior to this, the state certainly attempted to control the card industry, and the church definitely attempted to set limits on what kind of gaming could become sinful (as in Covarrubias), but it seems difficult to say with any authority that particular games were forbidden.
The legal status of gaming directly affects the interpretation of Padilla's villancico, since the piece depicts Christ himself as playing a game of envite in which he bets "thirty-three." Since bets larger than ten pesos per day were forbidden, this amount-if taken literally as a sum of pesos-would be illegal. If Christ were playing the game in a gambling hall, then that would be against the law as well-not to mention if he actually cheated at the game. It is one thing to place Christ in a potentially disreputable situation and then show how he redeems it; this is in line with the gospel accounts of Christ eating with prostitutes and tax collectors. But it is potentially subversive to represent Christ as breaking the law. As the following section will show, Spanish writers did just that: they depict Christ not just as a card player, but even as an outlaw.
Christ the Card Player: The Literary Tradition of Cards a lo divino
We have seen that playing cards was much more than a simple recreation: it was a source of income for the Spanish crown and of anxiety for the church. Aside from the moral vices stemming from gambling and gaming halls, early modern writers saw supernatural power at play in the chance operations of card games, since, as Villa-Flores explains, "even at the gaming table, Divine Providence manifested."49 A card game becomes the site of a cosmic conflict in a play by Ángela de Azevedo, lady in waiting to the Queen of Spain in 1621-1644. As a young couple's hopes to wed hinge on the outcome of a game of cards, the The idea that otherworldly powers were at work in the card deck coupled easily with giving symbolic meanings to the illustrations and numbers on the cards themselves, such as "the king of cups." This, of course, is the principle behind tarot readings. But fortune telling was not permitted for orthodox Catholics, and pious Spanish writers devised their own alternative "readings" of cards, in a tradition that the philologist Jean-Pierre Étienvre has deemed naipes a lo divino, or divinized cards.51 Influential poets like Jorge de Montemayor ("Ensalada del juego de la primera aplicada a Nuestra Señora," 1554) and Lope de Vega ("El juego del hombre," 1625) interpreted cards with allegorical, theological meanings. In most of these poems, the story of salvation is played out as a card game, usually between Christ and the Devil, where Christ puts his body on the table as a bet and thereby defeats Satan. Examples by five authors seem especially illuminating for understanding Padilla's villancico (in rough chronological order): a Corpus Christi drama by González de Eslava; a religious play and poem by Ledesma; a romance by Lope de Vega; another Corpus Christi play by Mejía de la Cerda; and Pujol's El príncipe soberano, the one villancico on card playing known to predate Padilla's.
González de Eslava. The first example is a coloquio for Corpus Christi by
Fernán González de Eslava (priest and poet, 1534-1601), in celebration of the arrival of a new viceroy (the Count of Coruña) in Mexico City in 1580. The text was published there in 1610 in a collection that included villancicos.52 This auto sacramental includes a scene with two cardsharps (fulleros), Lope Bodigo and Juan Garabato, who get in a fight after both accusing each other of cheating at a game of presas y pintas. At this moment a learned Doctor appears and deftly resolves their conflict. The Doctor asks what game the men were playing, and when they tell him, he responds, "A good game, if you take note of it." He then begins to explain in verse that "truly, this game signifies great things": "See that González thus presents the card game as a metaphor for the history of salvation, in which Christ plays against death, sin, and the Devil. Satan is "walking in the shadows" ("andando a oscuras") like a cardsharp's accomplice who hovers in the background, pretending to be a casual onlooker.54 Satan's role matches the actual practice of card players, documented in a 1565 print and famously depicted in Caravaggio's Cardsharps.55 González has Christ "put his body on the gaming table" to win the game, passing on all his winnings to humanity (while absorbing their losses); correspondingly, in Padilla's villancico, Christ bets "thirty-three," the number symbolic of the fullness of Christ's life at the point of his sacrificial death.56
In this Augustinian reading of card-playing, what appears as a deceitful game is actually a place for salvation to be revealed, just as what appears on the altar as bread in Catholic theology is in substance Christ's redemptive body. St. Augustine was the dominant patristic authority for early modern Spanish theologians.57 A sermon by Augustine was read at Corpus Christi Matins, just before the procession in which González's coloquio was probably performed. In Augustinian theology, evil only exists as a deprivation of the good, and every vice, such as the card-playing vices of prodigality and avarice, only as the corruption of some virtue.58 When a person is converted, he must turn his ultimate attention from the perversion of the good to the true and ultimate good in the Triune God. The same created objects that formerly served as idols and obstacles to God, even cards, now become means through which God can be revealed. The coloquio presents the inverse of the inn scene in El Buscón: instead of a false friar who turns into a cheat, here the Doctor is a true religious teacher and the players themselves are shown to be deceived. 2. Ledesma. The poet Alonso de Ledesma divinized cards in two works, one of which can be tied directly to Puebla. In 1607 Ledesma published his Conceptos espirituales y morales, a collection of villancicos and other religious poetry that includes a "Coloquio pastoril en metafora de ciertos juegos aldeanos" (Pastoral Dialogue using the Metaphor of Certain Village Games).59 The book circulated in Puebla: one of the few remaining copies is preserved there today.60 The style of Ledesma's villancico texts is closely related to those Padilla uses-including one Eucharistic villancico by Ledesma entitled "Manjar de manjares."61 The "Coloquio pastoril," apparently an auto sacramental for Corpus Christi, uses games much as González does, as metaphors for the life and death of Christ.
In 1611 (a year after González's auto was published), Ledesma published his Juegos de Noches Buenas a lo divino (Christmas Eve Games Divinized).62 The twelfth poem in the set divinizes the game pasa, pasa-a sleight-of-hand game. This could be a shell game or magic tricks with cards. Ledesma's verses compare the game to the priest's ceremonial actions at the altar when consecrating the Eucharist: "At the game of pasa, pasa (speaking with the decency that such a great mystery demands) the priest is playing; but this sleight-ofhand game is different from the other in that here it is infallible truth, what there is only false appearance. fashion: rather than being a site of engaño, the altar is the prime locus for desengaño, where the deceptions of the world are shown to be masks for sacred meaning.64 3. Lope de Vega. The third example, and the closest concordance to Padilla's text, is the romance "El juego del hombre," published by Félix Lope de Vega Carpio in his Triunfos divinos of 1625.65 Lope's poetry circulated in Puebla: examples from before 1628 survive in the Biblioteca Lafragua and the Biblioteca Palafoxiana. Gaspar Fernandes based villancico settings on Lope's poetry, which Padilla probably knew.66 In Lope's allegorical reading of hombre, Satan plays the game against multiple opponents-first, against God, causing Satan to be cast out of heaven; then against Adam, with the result that "as a man Adam lost the game of Man, and lost his property, his honor, and his house."67 But God steps back into the game by making himself a man in Christ, and Christ's life becomes the "carta de copas" (card of cups) that wins the game.
The poetic style and theology of Lope's romance and Padilla's villancico are strikingly similar. Padilla's diction recalls that of Lope: for instance, Padilla's "Jugaron en fin los dos" sounds like an echo of Lope's "Jugaron los dos al hombre," and both poems prominently use the word soberano. The theological allegory is essentially the same: in both poems Christ wins the game by becoming incarnate and giving his life for humanity; in both cases this is allegorized as a winning suit of cards (in Lope the suit is specified as copas). In both cases the profits of the game accrue to the credit of those saved by Christ (for Padilla, the sinner whose bet did not avail; for Lope, the Church).
4. Mejía de la Cerda. In the same year that Lope's romance was published (1625), Luis Mejía de la Cerda of Valladolid wrote an Auto sacramental del juego 64 A Protestant counterpart to Ledesma's conceit may be found in the contemporary English manual for prestidigitators, Hocus Pocus Junior: The Anatomy of Legerdemain (London, 1638). Just as the book's title parodies the Catholic words of consecration, the frontispiece mocks the Roman liturgy: it shows a prestidigitator plying his trade behind a table arranged with various cups (to be used in an English version of pasa, pasa) and waving his hands over them with a mysterious Latin phrase. In a lengthy chapter explaining the tricks behind shell games, the author's goal is to strip away mystery, where Ledesma's goal is the opposite. 65
Félix Lope de Vega Carpio, "El juego del hombre," in Triunfos divinos (1625 ), ed. in Poesía, vol. 5 (Madrid, 2004 . 66
These are listed in Miguel Querol Gavaldá, Cancionero musical de Lope de Vega (Barcelona, 1986 ). 67
Lope de Vega, "El juego del hombre," 200.
del hombre that sums up the tradition of cards a lo divino.68 Here Christ takes up a card game against the vices and death in order to free humankind from slavery to Satan. Like the other examples, Mejía presents the card game as an entertainment at mealtime. In a card version of the Last Supper, Christ consecrates bread and wine, calling them manjares. The game that follows becomes a kind of Stations of the Cross, with symbolic readings of each card and suit. Christ explains that the cards are "dibujos de mi passion" (pictures of my Passion).69 For example, when the pool of money bet on the table reaches thirty, Christ says, "This is the price for which Judas sold me to the Pharisees."70 Padilla's "thirty-three" is not included in Mejía's allegory, but it is the same type of numerological symbol used here. Death plays a series of winning suits against Christ (such as bastos for his beatings), and since Christ has bet his life, the Devil is about to win all. But at the moment of Death's apparent victory, Christ is resurrected and Satan and Death are defeated and cast into the inferno. As the musicians sing a chorus celebrating Christ's triumph, Christ suddenly appears in a remarkable scenic display: "Christ appears gloriously on the cross. In one hand he holds a very large Host; in the other a chalice. [. . .] Christ is encircled by rays of light and another circle somewhat farther out, like that of the Toisón,71 which are playing cards linked together, and painted on them are the instruments of the Passion."72
This over-the-top combination of typical Baroque crucifixion imagery with an Arma Christi display made of playing cards would seem to mark the apogee of the cards a lo divino tradition. The author arranges the cards to recall the Toisón, the insignia of the Golden Fleece-the symbol of the Habsburgs and of their devotion to the Eucharist.73
In Mejía's play, Death, who at his first introduction was called a cheating tahúr, is himself cheated.74 He wins the game but only because the game was rigged. By means of Christ's crucified, incarnate body, God inverts and over- throws the game, breaks the rules, and shows the game to be a deception. Like Padilla's villancico, Mejía uses cards not to moralize about gambling, but to teach soteriology and Eucharistic theology. Mejía's auto also connects Christ with the Spanish crown, its monopoly on cards, and its manipulation of Eucharistic religious symbolism, particularly at Corpus Christi. 5. Pujol. Joan Pujol's villancico El Príncipe soberano (The Sovereign Prince) was composed for Corpus Christi, possibly at the cathedral of Barcelona, sometime before the composer's death in 1626 (see Table 2 ).75 As the earliest known sacred villancico about card-playing, it could have influenced Padilla directly if he had access to the poem or music. The text circulated as far as Lisbon: the now-lost music collection of King João IV of Portugal contained a villancico by Gabriel Dias, apparently on the same text (according to the 1649 printed catalog).76 Pujol's version presents the card game as a convivial gathering of the royal Christ and his servants, playing the game primera at dinner. Through the game Christ "humanizes himself," ("se viene a humanar"), places his body on the table, and plays the suit of espadas (swords) in order to win over human souls. As in Mejía's auto, Christ does not play the game according to ordinary rules: he wins the game but only in order to give his winnings to his "opponents" (sinful humanity). The responsión, "Paso, paso el pan en carne," may allude to the sleight-of-hand game pasa, pasa in the same way Ledesma uses it, as a symbol for transubstantiation.
The Theology of Cheating and Illusion
The theology of these literary sources draws on a much older Christian theological tradition of speaking about human salvation in financial or transactional metaphors, even in terms of cheating and deceit. Actual gambling is present in the Gospel narratives of the crucifixion, as the soldiers who have just nailed Christ to the cross cast lots to divide up his seamless tunic ( Mt. 27:35, Mk. 15:24, Jn. 19:23) . This story was likely one inspiration for the tradition of cards a lo divino. Cheating and illusion recur throughout the main history of salvation in the Old Testament, starting with Jacob cheating his brother out of his birthright (27) (28) (29) and continuing down through the genealogy of Christ (Mt. 1:1-17), which includes the prostitute Rahab, the pretend prostitute Tamar, and the adulterer King David. Christ's parables invert listeners' expectations of economic justice. In the parable of the dishonest manager (Lk. 16:1-13), a steward threatened with losing his job marks down the amounts his master's debtors owe so that the debtors will receive him kindly after he has been fired. Even though the steward cheats the master out of his money, the master praises him for his shrewdness.
In this parable, the accounts do not really add up. If God is the master in the story, how can he pay himself the debt his servants owe him? St. Paul explains the crucifixion as the payment of debts (Gal. 3), but St. Augustine clarifies that God is in fact absorbing his own losses: "You pay off debts, though owing nothing to anyone; you cancel debts and incur no loss."77 For humanity's sake, God in Christ breaks the rules of his own game, steals the devil's winnings and restores them with interest to the children of Adam, who had long ago gambled away their own birthright. These themes are captured especially well in Mejía de la Cerda's card-themed auto sacramental: death actually wins the card game, but through the resurrection, God overthrows the game and abolishes the rules. The game was always rigged, and God's victory was assured from the beginning.
In post-Tridentine Catholic theology, the Eucharist was the foremost site where these transactions occurred. The Council of Trent vigorously asserted that "in the Mass, that same Christ is contained and immolated in an unbloody manner, who once offered Himself in a bloody manner on the altar of the cross," and that therefore "this sacrifice is truly propitiatory [. . .] . For the Lord, appeased by the oblation thereof, and granting the grace and gift of penitence, forgives even heinous crimes and sins."78 The altar, then, was a place where the game of salvation was played every mass, where Christ, by cheating the Devil, won human salvation by wagering his own crucified body. The benefits of Christ's sacrifice were transferred to the truly penitent sinner who received the sacrament. In Padilla's villancico, the sinner's bet (envite) does not avail, because he could never repay all that he owes. Instead Christ's banquet (convite) of his own crucified body does avail, and covers all the sinner's debts. Christ's wager of "thirty-three"-his own life-counts against the life the sinner owes to God. Thus Christ's body is the winning suit (manjar), as well as nourishment for the sinner who receives it. The villancico therefore seems to present Christ not only as a card player, but as a cheating tahúr. Socially, the villancico can be perceived by different audiences as both a lifting of a low-register activity to a more exalted plane, and as a subversive celebration of a socially suspect activity.
The Music of Card-Playing
Did Padilla's music similarly invert listeners' expectations of high and low social register or of sacred and secular? Compared with Padilla's Latin church music, this villancico may sound to modern ears more raucous and "popular" in style. But this distinction is common to almost all seventeenth-century villancicos; as Bernardo Illari has argued, the villancico genre appears designed to appeal to the "general public," but that does not make it "popular music."79
The three-beat rhythmic pulse with jarring syncopations is somewhat reminiscent of Padilla's later jácaras.80 The tone and theme of the poetry certainly suggest the poetic genre of jácara, a narrative usually in romance of the exploits of a ruffian, using underworld slang and often recited between acts of comedias. The music lacks some of the specific calling-cards of the sacred jácaras that Padilla incorporated in his later villancico cycles for Christmas, but perhaps dates from a time before the characteristics of the jácara as a musical, rather than just a poetic, genre had become firmly established. Even if there is not a specific musical allusion like the jácara, however, there may still be musical markers that would cause the piece to sound in some way like lower-class music to its 1628 audience.
The performers and others with more musical training would have heard elements of music that dramatically and symbolically represented a cardplaying scene. What can be seen from the extant parts is that Padilla stages a conflict of melodic gestures: one motive is a falling fifth first heard on pecador (Tiple, and then sung repeatedly on the word vale (Tiple, m. 30; 79 Illari, "The Popular, the Sacred, the Colonial and the Local." 80 E.g., "Afuera, afuera, pastores" in the 1652 Christmas cycle.
echoed in the Altus, m. 31; then both voices, m. 36). This falling figure could be associated symbolically with the fallen sinner and the sinner's failed bet. The second motive is heard first on vale el convite de amor (Altus, . This motive makes a gradual descent in pitch, on a leaping rhythm; its convivial character matches the idea of convite, and the downward motion is a rhetorical catabasis, symbolic of Christ descending to be present at the Eucharistic banquet and "condescending" to the undeserving sinner. These two motives-one perhaps suggesting the sinner's envite, and the other, Christ's convite-play against each other until finally coming together homophonically (as the word convite suggests) on the convite motive in m. 35. The full antiphonal double-choir texture of the original would likely have created an effect of competition between players or teams. Adding to the antagonistic character of the game are the sharp contrasts between the rhythmic and affective character of each phrase: for example, in mm. 23-24 the singers sing drawn-out, offbeat notes on Sí, vale, and then suddenly shift to more quickly moving diction in m. 25 on que si el envite.
Perhaps the constantly changing rhythmic patterns that characterize this piece are themselves a musical game, a kind of metrical play. The piece is written in triple meter, but Padilla plays with rhythm by using hemiola (also known as sesquialtera) to change the metrical pattern from two groups of three beats to three groups of two.81 This technique became a defining feature of his later jácaras. Padilla uses this stylistic convention symbolically in the coplas when he applies it to the words, él que tres y uno es (m. 68). By using hemiola, Padilla puts three semibreve beats inside a single breve tactus-"three in one" (Fig. 2) .
But there is more to Padilla's rhythmic games. In the estribillo and responsión, Padilla constantly plays with the meter by placing vocal entrances on the second beat of the measure-to the point that in listening to the middle of the responsión (mm. 46-49), with only the extant parts it becomes almost impossible to tell where the downbeat is at all. At this point the Tiple and Altus are, in fact, singing an argument about counting: the Tiple insists, no vale, no vale ("It doesn't count") while the Altus keeps responding, Sí, vale ("Yes, it counts"). Then Padilla suddenly shifts back to a regular triple-meter pattern on que si el envite.
Padilla illustrates vale with a strange note value that requires the performers to take special effort to count out all three beats. This rhythmic figure could only be expressed through unusual musical notation. In technical terms, Padilla writes the vale figure using an "imperfect" (blackened) semibreve that Figure 3 On the word vale, a difficult passage to count: semibreves imperfected through coloration, then perfected again by adding a dot (Altus, first page, .
Playing Cards at the Eucharistic he has made artificially "perfect" by adding a dot (Fig. 3) . Even in rhythmically complex Hispanic villancicos, it is striking to see three such notes in a row. This notation may be a cryptic symbol-a puzzle for the performers to solvedepicting the central idea of the villancico's text: these "imperfect" notes are "perfected," just as the sinner's imperfect bet is perfected by Christ's invitation to the banquet. Padilla makes this villancico into a musical game on several levels: on the most overt level, obvious to most listeners, he uses musical diction and rhetoric to present a poetic text about gaming. On a performative level, he has the singers stage a dramatic conflict through music. And on a more arcane compositional level (probably accessible only to the musicians themselves) he plays with the elements of music to create crafty contrapuntal tricks and rhythmic puzzles. With all of these musical games and perhaps also with references to other music associated with the culture or character of card players, such as the jácara, Padilla brings the poetic text to vibrant life and creates a memorable card-playing scene through music.
The Meta-Conceit of the Villancico Cycle: The Divine Pícaro's Wedding Banquet
The full meaning of the villancico can only be approached in the context of Padilla's complete Corpus Christi cycle for 1628. Many scholars have not considered that villancico cycles may be this tightly integrated, but there are clear relationships between the 1628 texts and the Matins liturgy (see Table 3 ). Padilla does not just compose a single musical miniature; rather, like the painter of a large multisectional altarpiece, Padilla has shaped his villancico cycle according to the overarching conceit of a wedding banquet.
The liturgical inspiration for the idea would seem to come from the readings of the first Nocturne (from 1 Cor. 11), in which St. Paul criticizes the Corinthian community for allowing their Eucharistic communal meals to become scenes of drunkenness and social inequity. The Corpus Christi liturgy already emphasized that the Eucharist was a divinization of ordinary meals.82 Padilla thus arranges the whole villancico cycle to show the connections between the Eucharist and everyday meal customs. The first two villancicos presents the governing conceit of a wedding banquet. In the first villancico, those invited to the meal keep declining in typical Hispanic fashion; the chorus warns them not to treat the banquet too lightly (as Paul's Corinthians did). After the initial invitation, the second villancico describes the banquet as a wedding feast and emphasizes (as Paul does) that all are to eat of it. Now, before the meal arrives, the guests do just as the characters in El Buscón and the Mejía's El Juego del Hombre do-they play cards (villancico 3).
Villancico 4 represents the meal itself of bread and wine, with villancico 5 providing the actual words of institution. Villancico 6 presents the distribution, in which God is served to man; the coplas, drawing on the story of John reclining on Jesus' breast at the Last Supper (John 13:23), speak of the next stage in the evening's schedule-falling asleep after dinner. In villancico 7 ("Despues de comer [. . .] Bien el alma duerme"), the guests have fallen completely asleep. After the meal and at the end of the liturgy, villancico 8 ("Salir primero de ti") actually divinizes drunkenness. The phrase "salir de sí" could mean to "be beside oneself" under the influence of the Holy Spirit or of more worldly "spirits."83 This villancico also plays with the idea of "departing," since it was probably the last villancico sung inside the church before the service concluded with the Te Deum laudamus. The remaining villancicos may be intended for devotional use in Eucharistic adoration. Villancico 9 is a hymn of praise to the bread itself. Villancico 10 speaks of God entering a house and consuming it with fire-perhaps a reference to the sunburst monstrance. Finally, the last villancico is a gloss on the Song of Songs in which the "fair" sponsus is connected to the white wafer of the Host. This piece suggests the final event of the wedding night-the union between Christ and his bride. While glossing the liturgy, Padilla's villancico cycle divinizes not only card-playing but also the whole ritual of a festive wedding meal, amplifying Paul's admonition to "eat and drink in a manner worthy of the body of Christ."
Building a New Society through Music: Critique of Cards or Celebration?
Padilla's 1628 villancicos made audible the desire of Spanish colonial leaders to build a new world from the distilled, purified essence of the old. Divinizing cards was neither new nor unique to the colonial setting: we have seen that Padilla's villancico was part of a larger tradition with sources primarily in peninsular Spain. But this reliance on mainland authorities is itself a defining characteristic of art in New Spain, as Martha Tenorio has argued for colonial poetry.84 The goal of colonial Spanish music was not to create something new (such as a uniquely "Mexican" musical style), but to bring something old to a new place and people-a goal epitomized in the name New Spain. The widespread vice of gambling with cards challenged this civilizing mission by bringing that Old World's corruption into the New. Thus the cards a lo divino tradition sought to reclaim this dangerous pastime for the church. In Padilla's villancico, cards became a tool for teaching a central church doctrine: the 83 Fray Luis de Granada uses salir de sí with the same double meaning, comparing Noah's nakedness, "beside himself" with wine, to Christ's nakedness on the cross, "beside himself" with love for humankind. "Sermon en la fiesta del nascimiento de nuestro Señor," in Doctrina Christiana (Madrid, 1595); Biblioteca de autores españoles (Madrid, 1945) 11: 38-39. 84 Martha Lilia Tenorio, Poesía novohispana: Antología (Mexico City, 2010), 17-21.
